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The Show.
Offal.

The Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery presents Offal, an exhibit 
examining the complex topic of innards. Offal is the discard and 
internal organs of an animal used as food. In the U.S., these parts of 
meat are often disguised as common foods like hot dogs to prevent 
negative reactions to the idea of eating innards. In some cultures 
around the world, innards are a staple (basic) or main food item, 
while in other cultures they are considered delicacies (a special 
rare food).

By presenting an exhibition about offal and connected ideas of 
food insecurity, the Gallery is providing a space to address deeper 
issues including race, class and gender that surround these ideas.

A jury comprised of Ron Finley, a proponent of urban gardening 
and South LA community leader; Julio César Morales, artist, 
educator, and curator; and Genevieve Erin O’Brien, artist, culinary 
adventurer and community organizer selected the artworks for 
Offal, which will display alongside work from a selection of invited 
artists. Offal runs from August 15, 2019 - September 29, 2019.



Offal Artists.
Invited Artists: Bonnie Huang, Robert Farid Karimi, Mark 
Mulroney, Danial Nord, Josephine Pryde, Victoria Reynolds, Jim 
Shaw, Jeannine Shinoda and Jeffrey Vallance.

Juried Artists: Panteha Abareshi, Edmund Arevalo, Phoebe 
Barnum, Andrea Bogdan, Johanna Breiding, SoYun Cho, Heisue 
Chung-Matheu, Ciriza, Debra Disman, Alexandre Dorriz, gloria 
galvez, Natalia García Clark, Matt Hollis, Sara Hunsucker, Grace 
Hwang, Sarah Julig, Shannon Keller, Sydney Mills, Leo Mondor, 
Flavia Monteiro, Albert Natian, Alex Nazari, Jim Newberry, Dakota 
Noot, Avital Oehler, Labkhand Olfatmanesh, Abel Olivieri, Elisa 
Ortega Montilla, Carolie Parker, Antonia Price, Colin Roberts, Larisa 
Safaryan, Gazelle Samizay, Stephanie Sherwood, Emilia Ukkonen 
and Reed van Brunschot.
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The Artworks.

Chitlins for Pigfeet Trade

acrylic on canvas

2018

courtesy of the artist

Andrea Bogdan 
(b. 1961, Pittsfield, Massachusetts) lives and works in Los Angeles.

Description
The painting Chitlins for Pigfeet Trade shows Bogdan’s high school memory of trading the 
jellied pig feet made by her mother for her friend’s chitlins (pig intestines). The two friends 
made the trade of their “secret food” after track and field practice behind the school 
bleachers. Bogdan’s family has Eastern European roots, so she was familiar with foods 
such as pig feet and tripe (cow stomach), and wanted to try chitlins. Through the exchange 
of food, Bogdan and her friend were able to connect and learn about each other and 
their families’ cultures that demonstrated her embracement of cultural relativism. This 
connection was important to Bogdan since she attended four high schools, which made it 
difficult to make and keep friends and to have a sense of belonging.  Bogdan said, “it was in 
the shadows of those old track and field bleachers, here were two kids connected by secret 
food”.

Background
Bogdan discovered at a very young age she wanted to be an artist and is self-taught.  It 
was not until 2012 when she opened her artist’s studio that she focused on the practice 
of creating fine art. She gains inspiration from the diversity of the people she meets in 
her work and travels throughout the U.S. and Europe. Bogdan paints what she calls the 
“human spirit” and the “pursuit of human happiness”. She calls her painting technique 
“freestyle, unconventional, improvised and spontaneous and similar to abstract 
expressionism”.  She uses color and motion to express “the unique life spark” that she 
believes all people have inside themselves. Her goal is to use her art to inspire others to 
express their individuality and value their own uniqueness.

Questions
• What food have you traded with friends at school?  What was it like to try a new food? 

• What foods does your family eat that reflect your culture?  What is your favorite?



The Artworks.

Viscera

reclaimed fabric, fiber

2017

courtesy of the artist

Elisa Ortega Montilla 
(b. 1985, Córdoba, Spain) lives and works in Santa Barbara.

Description
The fabric sculpture Viscera represents internal organs, especially those in the abdomen, 
such as intestines. With this sculpture, Ortega Montilla uses reclaimed and repurposed 
fabrics, giving them anthropomorphic (body-like) qualities.

Background
With a commitment to environmental sustainability, Elisa Ortega Montilla creates 
sculptures and installations from recycled and repurposed materials including fiber, found 
materials and wood. Her works explore her experience of acculturation to living in the U.S. 
while maintaining her Spanish culture and identity.  Other themes in her works are memory, 
transformation and identity, which she conveys through her use of materials that have been 
thrown away, taken apart (deconstructed) and reconstructed. She takes her inspiration 
from the material to discover how to shape, form and spontaneously create a piece. She 
opposes mass-produced items, favoring handmade pieces.

Questions
• What recycled or repurposed items or materials would you use to create a sculpture 

about the body? 

• What story would you want your sculpture to tell?



The Artworks.

Reindeer in the Snow

oil on canvas in painted frame

2012

courtesy of the artist

Victoria Reynolds 
(b. 1962, Tyler, Texas) lives and works in Los Angeles.

Description
In the painting Reindeer in the Snow, Reynolds highlights textures and details of reindeer offal 
using red and incarnadine (pinkish-red) colored glazes, creating the illusion that the tendons, 
muscles and other innards depicted are real. Her work is inspired by Dutch and Venetian 
paintings that represent food in realistic style. She describes her paintings as “beauty of the 
flesh”.

Background
For over a decade Victoria Reynolds has created extremely detailed paintings showing 
a variety of food items including meats and offal, like tripe. She aims to create beautiful, 
enticing images that simultaneously draw in the viewer or repel them.  Her artworks 
are inspired by Dutch imagery, early drawings of the body and anatomy and kitchen and 
butcher-related scenes.

Questions
• Why do you think the artist chooses to paint offal as her subject matter and what story 

might she be telling about our society and different cultures through her artworks?

• How does it make you feel to look closely at the painting?



The Glossary.
Abject art: Abject art is used to describe artworks which explore themes that threaten 
our sense of cleanliness and accepted standards of behavior, particularly referencing the 
body and bodily functions. The term abjection literally means ‘the state of being cast off’.

Cultural relativism: Is the idea that a person’s beliefs, values, and practices should be 
understood based on that person’s own culture, rather than be judged against the criteria 
of another.

Fabric:  A cloth or textile that is created by weaving together fibers made from materials 
like cotton, nylon, wool, silk or other threads. Fabrics can be used to create items such as 
clothes and curtains. 

Food insecurity:  A lack of consistent or regular access to enough food to be healthy 
and get enough nutrients. This happens for various reasons, including when food and 
staples that were affordable become expensive and then inaccessible to lower income 
communities. This can present a challenge for millions of people and lead to food insecure 
households.

Offal: ('ôfəl,'äfəl) is a name for internal organs of an animal used for food. In its original 
sense, the word refers to something that has fallen or been discarded (thrown out) from 
the process of preparation. Offal is also called innards and viscera.

Painting: An artwork created by applying paint to a two-dimensional surface such as 
canvas, wood panel, paper or other material. There are various types of paint including: 
oil, acrylic, gouache, tempera and watercolor. Each type of paint is used differently and 
has a different look, opacity and texture.

Sculpture: Three-dimensional artwork made by one of four basic processes: carving, 
modelling, casting and constructing.



Offal Around the World

Hot dog (United States): A grilled or steamed linked sausage made from lower-grade 
muscle trimmings, fatty tissues, head meat, animal feet, animal skin, blood, liver and other 
edible slaughter by-products. It is usually served in a bun with garnishes that will vary 
by region, including ketchup, mustard, Sriracha, pickles, peppers, and onions. Popular 
variations include the corndog and pigs in a blanket.

Jell-O (United States): Jell-O is a registered trademark of Kraft Foods for varieties of 
gelatin desserts. Gelatin is made from the boiling of animal bones. Jell-O is featured in 
Alex Nazari’s works.

SPAM (United States): A canned cooked meat initially created to increase the sale of 
less desirable cuts of pork. The difficulty of delivering fresh meat during WWII led to 
the popularization of SPAM among soldiers, and in other cultures internationally during 
wartime occupations. SPAM is a registered trademark of Hormel Food Corporation.

Haggis (Scotland): A dish made from a sheep’s or calf’s offal (heart, liver and lungs) 
mixed with suet, oatmeal and seasoning. The mixture was traditionally boiled in a bag 
made from an animal’s stomach, but are now often boiled in artificial casings.

Menudo/Pancita/Mole de Panza (Mexico): soup, made with beef tripe (cow stomach) 
in a broth with a red chili pepper base. In preparation, the panza is washed, boiled, cured 
and then boiled again. It is seasoned with oregano which aids in digestion.



Seonji Haejangguk (Korea): A variety of Haejangguk or hangover soup that includes 
sliced congealed ox blood, similar to black pudding. The soup also usually consists of dried 
napa cabbage, vegetables and meat in a hearty beef broth.

Foie Gras (France): A product made from the liver of a duck or goose that has been 
fattened by force feeding.

Anticuchos (Peru): This dish originated in the Andes during the pre-Columbian era and 
consists of beef heart marinated in vinegar and spices and cooked over charcoal on 
skewers. They often come with a boiled potato or bread on the end of the skewer and are 
served with a spicy sauce made from aji panca (peruvian red pepper).

Zha Fei Chang (China): Deep fried pork intestine slices that are dipped in a sweet bean 
sauce.

Rigatoni con la pajata (Italy): This classic Roman dish is made with pajata, the milk-
containing intestines of an unweaned calf. The intestines are cleaned and skinned but the 
partially digested food from the intestine (chyme) is left inside. When cooked, this creates 
a creamy cheese-like sauce that’s served over pasta.

Kata-kat / tak-a-tak (Pakistan): This dish is made from a mixture of kidney, heart, brain, 
liver and testicles of goats or sheep cooked in butter. The dish’s name is onomatopoeia for 
the sound of the two sharp blades that hit the griddle as the meat is chopped up.

Balut (The Philippines): Balut is a fertilized duck embryo, incubated for 14-21 days. It 
is boiled or steamed and the meat is eaten directly from the shell. Balut is featured in 
Edmund Arevalo’s Swallow don’t chew.



Nyanya or niania (Russia): An ancient Russian dish that dates back to its prohibition by 
the Russian Orthodox Church in the 9th century! It is made of sheep’s bladder stuffed with 
brains, head meat, legs, onion and grains.

Smalahove (Norway): This dish is traditionally eaten before Christmas. It is made from 
a sheep’s head that is completely in tact, except for the brain, which is removed. The head 
is usually salted, dried and smoked, prior to being boiled, and is served with rutabaga and 
potatoes.

Head cheese (Universal): This cold cut originated in Europe, but is common all over 
the world. It is a meat jelly often made from the head of a calf or pig (sometimes a sheep 
or cow may be used). The parts of the head used vary. The tongue, feet and heart are 
sometimes included while the brain, eyes and ears are usually removed. Each region 
prepares the dish slightly differently. For example, in South Africa it is often flavored with 
curry and in China it can be made with a spicy soy sauce.

Khash (Armenia): A dish typically made from cow’s feet that are soaked in water for days 
to remove impurities and odors. It is then simmered for hours and seasoned generously 
with salt and garlic. Dried lavash is often crumbled into the broth to add substance and 
the soup is usually served with hot green and yellow peppers, pickles, radishes, cheese 
and fresh greens.

Achu (Cameroon): A yellow soup made from beef or chicken broth, consisting of 
pounded cocoyams/taro, limestone, red palm oil and spices. It is served with cow skin, 
oxtail, tripe, and steamed eggplant and paired with mashed/pounded achu coco/taro/
cocoyams.
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